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Sous vide cooking, a French culinary technique that has gained popularity in recent years, is a 
method of cooking that produces consistently delicious and tender results. The term "sous vide" 
translates to "under vacuum," which is a key component of this cooking method.  
 
In sous vide cooking, food is vacuum-sealed in a plas@c bag and then submerged in a water 
bath, where it is cooked at rela@vely low, yet precisely controlled, temperatures for an extended 
period. This method offers several advantages, making it a favorite among professional chefs 
and home cooks alike. 
 
Following are a few Sous Vide Core Principles: 
 

• Temperature Control: One of the primary benefits of sous vide cooking is precise 
temperature control. By cooking food at a specific temperature, typically within a range 
of 120°F to 185°F, you can achieve your desired level of doneness with remarkable 
consistency. This eliminates the guesswork and reduces the risk of overcooking or 
undercooking. On my website, you can find links to both my cookbook as well as a one-
page summary of @mes and temps for the different food items that we cook sous vide. 
 

• Cook Time: One of the best benefits to sous vide cooking, in my opinion, is the 
extremely wide window of @me that you can leave your food in the water bath. This 
provides lots of flexibility when preparing meals with other side dishes, or when you 
aren’t quite sure when your guests will be ready to sit down at the table. You can leave 
your main dish in the water bath un@l the very end, and then quickly sear and serve 
when everyone and everything else is ready. 

 
• Even Cooking: Sous vide ensures that food cooks evenly from edge to edge. Since the 

food is immersed in a water bath with a consistent temperature, there are no hot spots 
or cold spots to worry about. This results in perfectly cooked proteins and vegetables. 
 

• Retained Moisture: The vacuum-sealed bags used in sous vide cooking help retain the 
natural juices and flavors of the ingredients. This means that your food remains moist 
and flavorful, unlike tradi@onal cooking methods that can result in dry’ed out meals. 
 

• Enhanced Flavors: Sous vide allows for infusing flavors into the food. Herbs, spices, 
aroma@cs, and marinades can be added to the vacuum-sealed bags, ensuring that the 
flavors penetrate the ingredients deeply during the cooking process. 

 
Sous vide is par@cularly well-suited for cooking meats, poultry, and fish. It can achieve precise 
levels of doneness, from rare to well-done, with consistent results. We preWy much prefer 
medium rare with most of our meats. You can also perfectly cook vegetables, retaining their 
vibrant colors and nutrients, while achieving the ideal texture. Corn on the cob, with buWer 
added into bag before cooking, is one of our favorite vegetable’s when cooked sous vide. 
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Here are some of the addi@onal details you should consider as you begin your own Sous Vide 
Journey … 
 

• Equipment: To start sous vide cooking, you'll need a sous vide machine or immersion 
circulator (we use Anova cookers), vacuum-sealing equipment (again, we use an Anova 
food sealer), and food-grade plas@c bags (we use FoodSaver brand rolls). I have provided 
a link on my website to a list of all the equipment you would need to buy at Amazon. 
 

• Post-searing: A short sear, usually 3 to 6 minutes at most, aaer sous vide cooking adds a 
flavorful crust to the surface. We also introduce smoke pellets on the gas grill while 
searing to add hints of natural smoke flavor. Steaks, ribs, brisket, chops, and hamburgers 
are best seared on a grill, while fish and chicken are fine to sear on the stove top inside. 
 

• Safety: By adhering to recommended minimum cooking @mes, you can ensure that food 
is safely pasteurized to kill all harmful bacteria. 
 

• Experimenta2on: Sous vide cooking offers plenty of room for experimenta@on. Adjust 
cooking @mes and temperatures to achieve your preferred results. 

 
In conclusion, sous vide cooking is a culinary technique that combines precision, consistency, 
and flavor reten@on to produce restaurant-quality dishes in the comfort of your own kitchen. 
While it may require some ini@al investment in equipment and a bit of learning, the results are 
well worth the effort for those seeking to elevate their cooking skills and create excep@onal 
meals. Whether you're a professional chef or a home cook looking to impress, sous vide cooking 
opens up a world of culinary possibili@es. 
 
One downside that we have encountered in our Sous Vide cooking is that we don’t really like 
going out to restaurants as much anymore, simply because the results we get at home are 
usually beWer than the best restaurants in the city! 
 
Go forth and cook, consume, and enjoy … 
 
(Content assist from OpenAi ChatGPT 3.5) 


